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Please scan QR code in the user guide to get the 3D Play APP
(pic A). Please pay attention that APP is different on different
cells systems. Recommended to download APP in the WIFI
environment. Download the video and games to test whether it
is split screen and play well (pic B).

Gently open the adsorption type switch at the top (as shown in
picture C). Hold the mobile screen facing inwardly, place your cell
phone, and then close the cover plate (as shown in picture D).
lf you find the picture is upside down, please adjusting the
direction of mobile phone.

PD adjustment (as shown in picture E): Adjust the PD of lens

Object distance adjustment (as shown in picture F): lt's suitable to
myopia, without wearing myopia lens.

VR game 1: gyroscope control rely on mobile phones and shaking
the head or rotation manipulation of the game (as shown in figure G).
VR game 2: via bluetooth game joysticks, fonvard or backward 360 " manipulation
Note: most games are controlled by gyroscope, needn't the bluetooth controller.

Whether asked for handle, please take the game hints for reference.

The device is strictly prohibited to use when it's
charging the consequences caused by improper use
shall be borne bv the user.

Warm prompt: In order to improve a better viewing comfort, we suggest
that the angle of back and seat is 60" ln order to protect your vision,
it is recommended that the viewing time should be within 30min


